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Abstract: Bloodhounds usedas mantrailers canbe an invaluable instrument in wildlife
law enforcement. The human body consists of approximately 60 trillion cells which
are constantly dying and being sloughed off at the rate of about 50 million cells per
second. These dead cells are acted on by bacteria which causes them to give off a
gaseous odor. Each odor is slightly different, creating a unique, individual, human
odor which may determine the fate of a wildlife law violator.
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Bloodhounds have been used as trackers as early as the sixteenth century. These
early predecessors of the modem bloodhound were used to hunt mainly poachers
and sheep thieves. The testimony of the animals was so highly regarded that they
were given the legal right to follow a trail anywhere, including private homes. A
man who refused to allow a trailing bloodhound to enter his home was assumed to
be involved in the crime. The hounds were considered to be a great deterrent to
crime, as lawbreakers naturally had a greater fear of being trailed to their homes in
the morning than they did of being caught at the scene by watchmen in the dark of
night.

Modem day bloodhounds used as mantrailers can be an effective tool in the
wildlife officer's arsenal against lawbreakers. The first step in beginning a mantrail
ing team is choosing a dog handler. A handler must be dedicated. That is, they will
need more than a sporadic "work when 1 can" attitude. Just as the dog must be in
good physical condition and be properly trained, so must the handler. A person who
is not in good physical condition will not be able to keep up with a dog on a long,
hard trail. Consequently a good "find" may be lost and your reputation as a handler,
as well as the reputations of all bloodhounds and their handlers may suffer.

Finding a bloodhound can be a challenge in itself. My dog, "Dawg," was
donated to me by Fort Pillow State Prison in Tennessee. Prisons provide an excellent
source for obtaining a dog and may save a department hundreds of dollars in
purchasing costs.

Choosing your bloodhound should not be a task taken lightly. Take time to
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